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Whether it's time to replace a
current building or expand your
operations, you will find that there are
several advantages to investing in a
metal building. These affordable
buildings are strong, durable, and
faster to erect than conventional
methods, saving you construction cost.

Boltup buildings are a pre
engineered to local code standards for
wind and snow loads. With the clear
span rafter system roof pitches can be
adjusted to meet your needs.

Weld up buildings with a pre
fabricated truss system offer an
economical alternative to pre
engineered and wood frame buildings.

Steel is an easily recyclable
material. In fact, some commercial
metal buildings are made of steel that
has already been recycled. Steel does
not loose any of its strength during the
recycling process, so you can choose a
recycled steel building with confidence.
The environmental benefits of a metal
building don?t stop with the material
itself. Since a preengineered building
is made in the factory, there is less
waste involved and inefficiency created
from weather related issues.

Some people think it is impossible to
control the temperature of a metal
building. Metal buildings, in reality, can be
very easy to cool and heat. For a cooling
effect, the secret is to choose heatresistant
colors; these are light colors that will
reflect the sun?s energy back into the sky.
Adding proper insulation to the roof and
walls will make these buildings even more
efficient in both summer and winter.

Metal buildings can be custom
designed in a wide variety of shapes and
sizes. Some of them are great for lowrise
industrial uses, such as interior offices,
shop spaces, or storage facilities, while
others can perfectly fill the demands of a
commercial location. Some are good for
combined purposes; these styles have a
smaller area in front for retail business and
a larger backend for product
manufacturing or repair services. These
custom designed steel buildings are also
suitable for warehouses, distribution
facilities, custom homes, schools, churches,
recreational facilities, shopping centers
and office complexes. Because they can be
customized for each enduse, the wide
selection of design possibilities makes it
easy to provide the perfect building.

Metal is immune to damage from
termites and other insect infestations.
Under normal conditions, it also won?t rot,
warp, or twist. This makes it excellent for
areas that have high humidity or
infestations of insects that would damage a
wooden structure. Thanks to the
engineering involved, these buildings are
typically stronger than those made of
wood or other traditional materials.




































